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Damselfish make enyoyable
dive partners around the
corals near Bali

stream
by SIMON PRIDMORE

The natural phenomenon that is the Indonesian
Throughflow is thought to be responsible for the
rich marine biodiversity around Bali, creating
one of the world’s top diving destinations
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Heading off for an underwater adventure
(above left); the shore at Nusa Lembongan
(above); and drift-diving among the
soft corals (right)

T THE eastern end of Pemuteran Bay in north-west Bali, the ocean laps onto
the shore where children cavort in the sand, fishermen rest beneath shady trees
after a day’s work and boats rock gently at anchor, close to a rusty old jetty. But
a number of divers standing on the beach are content for a different reason:
they’ve just glimpsed Bali’s beautiful underwater sights. Even seasoned
divers are often impressed by a dip into the shallow waters by the beach,
says Paul Turley, owner of the Sea Rovers dive centre. “They emerge from
the sea beaming from ear to ear, having just photographed a whole host
of animals they’d previously seen only on National Geographic TV,”
he says. Bali is one of the few destinations in the world that has
vibrant tourism attractions alongside great scuba diving. The
waters around the island are home to an astonishing array of sea
creatures, many of which are found only in Indonesia. While
diving can be done year-round, it’s best during the dry
season from June to September, when the northern bays
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see more: discovery.cathaypacific.com

Photos. Boat: Daniel Groshong – Tayo Photo Group. Boats on beach/soft
corals: Alamy/Argusphoto. Diver (previous pages): Sascha Janson – uw-pix.com

Nusa Lembongan

The soft-coral growth and marine
life can take your breath away
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are calm and clear and big pelagic fish gather in the
cooler waters in the south-east.
The area’s rich marine biodiversity is thought to
have been brought about by the Indonesian Throughflow, a massive moving body of water, part of which
flows through the Lombok Strait, the chasm between
Bali and the nearby island of Lombok. The rush of
water is dumped from the Pacific into the Indian
Ocean, resulting in seasonal changes to sea level.

The Throughflow races by ... offering lots of
big animal sightings and exhilarating drifts
......
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As this enormous mass of water leaves the Pacific
and sweeps through tropical seas into the Indonesian archipelago, it picks up and carries along with it
a vast bounty of marine creatures’ eggs, larvae and
juveniles, which it then deposits wherever it encounters land. The Throughflow thus populates all of
Bali’s major dive sites, from the multi-coloured, softcoral-covered walls of Menjangan in the north-west,
to the calm, species-rich bays of black volcanic sand
in the north-east and the sheer underwater cliffs
around Nusa Penida in the south-east. “If you stay
here long enough, eventually you’ll see pretty much
everything,” says Lol de Haan, a diving instructor in
Lipah Bay, on the island’s eastern tip.
The speed of the Throughflow also provides
thrill-seekers with some dramatic drift-diving.
Towering barrel sponges lean at 45 degrees as if

Photos. Turtle: David Fleetham. Sunfish: Alamy/Argusphoto.
Black manta ray: Alamy/Argusphoto. Blue ribbon eel: Sascha Janson – uw-pix.com

A green turtle moves in for a closer look (below);
divers with juvenile sunfish and a pair of bannerfish
(right); a black manta ray (bottom left); and a
blue ribbon eel (bottom right)
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being blown by a powerful wind and, in places, pinnacles and walls are scoured bare of their natural
coatings. But in the valleys and other spots where
the topography provides a little shelter from the
onslaught of the currents, the soft-coral growth and
fish life can take your breath away.
At the mouth of Banyuning Bay in east Bali, just a
few metres offshore, lie hectares of multi-coloured
staghorn coral. These fields of antler-like coral in
pastel shades, populated by clouds of damselfish
that rise and fall as you pass, offer a sight that rivals
the glory of the island’s famed rice terraces.
In the south-east, around Tepekong and Padang
Bai, small jagged rocks lie in the path of the
Throughflow and provide shelter for huge schools
of fish clinging together to protect themselves from

Photos. Sea arch: Alamy/Argusphoto. Boats: Getty Images. Leaf scorpion fish:
Lawrence Alex Wu. Shrimp: Mike Veitch. Diver: Daniel Groshong – Tayo Photo Group

mola-mola

Clockwise from bottom left: outrigger boat at Menjangan;
sea arch at Nusa Penida; leaf scorpionfish; Coleman shrimp;
even the shallow waters of Bali can impress seasoned divers
Nusa Penida

the predations of the reef sharks that circle nearby
watching for weakness and waiting to strike.
Partially blocking the southern end of the
Lombok Strait are Nusa Penida and Nusa Lembongan, islands that lie between Bali and Lombok. The
Throughflow races by on both their sides, offering
lots of big marine-life sightings and exhilarating
drifts. But sometimes the ride can be a little too
wild, so it’s best to be conservative and dive with
experts in this area. Currents are usually strongest
in August when the dry season is at its height.
The dry season is also the time to see oceanic
sunfish, or mola-mola, which draw divers from all
over the world, but bear in mind that this is not an
experience for novice divers. Not only can currents
be fierce, they can be cold, too. Water temperatures

Menjangan

in the south of Bali can drop to the high teens
Celsius at this time of year, although if you’re face
to face with a four-metre mola-mola, the cold suddenly seems to dissipate.
Beginner divers, ironically, are often among
those who are least impressed by the island’s
extraordinary marine life. De Haan says new divers
frequently see rare marine animals on training
dives but fail to appreciate the sheer wonder of it
all. “We will swim past a boulder with half a dozen
ghost pipefish floating around it, or a mimic octopus will scuttle across the sand beneath us,” says de
Haan. “I point them out but my student just shrugs
his shoulders and moves on. He doesn’t know just
how rare these animals are. He could dive for years
and not see anything like this again.”
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